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ABSTRACT

The research problem of this study was the urgent need for real-time parking availability informa-
tion to assist drivers in quickly and accurately locating available parking spaces, aiming to improve
upon the accuracy not achieved by previous studies. This research aimed to enhance the classification
accuracy of parking spaces using a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) model, specifically by inte-
grating an effective normalizing function into the CNN architecture. The research method employed
involved the application of four distinct normalizing functions to the EfficientParkingNet, a tailored
CNN architecture designed for the precise classification of parking spaces. The results of this study
indicated that the EfficientParkingNet model, when equipped with the Group Normalization function,
outperforms other models using Batch Normalization, Inter-Channel Local Response Normalization,
and Intra-Channel Local Response Normalization in terms of classification accuracy. Furthermore,
it surpasses other similar CNN models such as mAlexnet, you only look once (Yolo)+mobilenet,
and CarNet in the same classification task. This demonstrates that EfficientParkingNet with Group
Normalization significantly enhances parking space classification, thus providing drivers with more
reliable and accurate parking availability information.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Drivers going around looking for parking spaces have negative impacts such as traffic jams, waste of fuel, air pollution by

exhaust gases, panic, and others [1]. Information on the availability of parking spaces is an important part of a smart parking system.
This information can guide drivers to empty spaces more quickly and efficiently. Information on the availability of parking spaces
is obtained from the results of the classification of parking spaces using sensors or based on computer vision. Currently, the use of
computer vision is increasing because the implementation costs are cheaper than using sensors. A camera can monitor many parking
spaces at once. Neural Network (CNN) is a widely used computer vision method. CNN architecture is growing, so it can classify
objects with high accuracy. CNN is used in many fields such as industry [2, 3], agriculture [2], health [3], transportation, and parking.
Many existing CNNs for parking space classification have been developed, including mAlexnet [4] with an accuracy of 98.13% and
several parameters of 32,000, Yolo+MobileNet [5] with an accuracy of 97.24% and several parameters of 4,000,000, Mini ShuffelNet
[6] with an accuracy of 98.37% and several parameters of 24,000, GDSN-IC [7] with an accuracy of 97.10%, and EfficientParkingNet
[8] with an accuracy of 98.44% and several parameters of 22,000. EfficientParkingNet is an architecture with better accuracy and
speed in classifying parking spaces, which is 98.44% on the CNRPark+EXT dataset. There is a gap that has not been resolved by
previous research, namely low classification accuracy and needs to be improved.

The level of accuracy and speed of classification measures CNN’s success rate. EfficientParkingNet has fewer learning parame-
ters, so it is faster in the classification process, but the accuracy level still needs improvement. One technique to increase the accuracy
of a CNN architecture is fine-tuning. Resetting the hyperparameters or primary components of the CNN allows for fine-tuning. The
number and size of filters [9], stride [9], padding, learning rate [10], epoch [11], and optimizer function [12] are all frequently speci-
fied hyperparameters. The convolution layer [13], fully-connected layer, activation layer [6], dropout layer, and normalization layer
[13] are some of the primary components of CNN that researchers frequently fine-tune.

The difference between this research and previous research is that EfficientParkingNet’s accuracy has improved by mod-
ifying the normalization layer. It is hoped that the better the accuracy, the more precise the information provided to the driver and
the ability to overcome the negative impacts arising from the driver looking for a parking space. In addition, research was conducted
to analyze the influence of normalization techniques on CNN architecture. Currently, there is no research on analysis normalization
techniques such as local response normalization, batch normalization, and group normalization. The objectives of this research are
to develop a CNN model that achieves higher accuracy while maintaining fast classification speed. By using a smaller number of
parameters, the classification process becomes quicker and can be executed on low-power computing devices. Consequently, this
research contributes to improving the accuracy of parking space classification and providing real-time information to drivers. With
precise information, drivers can save fuel, reduce traffic congestion, and avoid the stress of driving around in search of parking spaces.

2. RESEARCH METHOD
The normalization function can increase CNN network accuracy for the following reasons: 1. The normalization function aids

in resolving major scale differences between features or inputs in a dataset. The sizes of features in a dataset might vary greatly,
which can affect network learning; 2. When the gradient sent over the network layers becomes extremely tiny or very large, the
missing gradient problem emerges. This can impede training and result in poor convergence. The gradient is kept within a tolerable
range by applying normalization, allowing for more steady and efficient learning; 3. In neural networks, normalization serves as an
effective regularization strategy. Normalization reduces overfitting by minimizing correlations and dependencies between features.
Overfitting is the tendency for networks to learn too well from training data but not generalize well to new data.

The process of normalization involves transforming input values into a generic form. This change is based on a scale only
and does not change the input’s brightness, contrast, or value. Normalization is used on CNN to improve accuracy and speed up
the training process [14–16]. The normalizations known in CNN include local response normalization (LRN), Batch Normalization
(BN), and Group Normalization. The strategy used in this study is to fine-tune EfficientParkingNet in the normalization layer. The
research method is illustrated in Figure 1. As depicted in Figure 2, the dataset of parking space images is classified as vacant or
occupied. The method employed for parking space classification utilizes an existing Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) known
as EfficientParkingNet. To enhance the CNN’s accuracy, we perform fine-tuning specifically on the normalization layers, aiming for
a more substantial improvement in accuracy.
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Figure 1. Research Method

2.1. Dataset
The dataset used is CNRPark+EXT, which consists of 150,000 images from 164 parking spaces collected by the CNR Research

Area in Pisa, Italy. This dataset was first used to test mAlexnet [4]. The CNRPark+EXT dataset has a more difficult classification
difficulty than PKLot in [16]. CNRPark+EXT has obstructions such as trees, lamp posts, and more. The experiment was done by
dividing the dataset into 80% training data and 20% test data. The following is an example of the CNRPark+EXT dataset shown in
Figure 2.

Figure 2. Parking Spaces on the CNRPark+EXT Dataset
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2.2. EfficientParkingNet
EfficientParkingNet is a dedicated Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) architecture designed specifically for parking space

categorization, with four convolution layers and two fully connected layers. The design includes a sequence in which each convolu-
tional layer is followed by activation, normalization, and pooling functions, which improves the network’s overall efficiency. Figure
3 depicts EfficientParkingNet’s complete architecture, including structural components flow over the network.

Figure 3. EfficientParkingNet Architecture [8]

Based on Figure 3, it can be seen that the EfficientParkingNet Architecture uses normalization for each convolution layer,
namely Local Response Normalization (LRN). The LNR used is Inter-Channel LRN. In this study, we compared the effect of the nor-
malization function. Four normalization functions were compared: LRN, CrossMapLRN (intra-channel LRN), Batch normalization,
and group normalization. The best normalization function from the test results will be applied to CNN for parking space classification
with high accuracy. When using the Group Normalization function, in the first and second convolution layers, the group used is 10,
and the number of groups in the third and fourth layers is five. The test results are analyzed to determine the best function that can be
implemented on EfficientParkingNet.

2.3. Local Response Normalization
Local Response Normalization (LRN) is used to normalize input values; LRN was first introduced in the AlexNet architecture.

On Alexnet, LRN is paired with the ReLu activation function. LRN serves to promote lateral inhibition. Neurobiology’s concept
refers to a neuron’s capacity to reduce its neighbors’ activity. This lateral inhibition aims to perform a local contrast enhancement so
that the local maximum pixel value is used as an excitation for the next layer. The LRN is a non-trainable layer that normalizes the
square of the pixel values in the feature map in the local environment. Two types of LRN are based on the environment, namely Inter-
Channel LRN and Intra-Channel LRN. Inter-Channel LRN is an LRN introduced in Alexnet. The normalization value is determined
by the channel or different channels at each position (x, y). Inter-channel LRN normalization is generated by the formula in Equation
1.

bix,y =
aix,y(

k + αΣ
min(N−1,i+

n

2
)

j=max(0,i−
n

2
)

(ajx,y)2
)β (1)
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Where bix,y is the pixel value at position (x, y) after normalization, aix,y is the input image pixel value at position (x, y), i
is the output of the filter to i, k is the value used to avoid division by zero, is the constant of contrast, n represents the number of
neighbors involved, and N is the number of channels. Intra-channel LRN is different from Inter-Channel LRN. Inter-channel LRN is
normalized by involving different input channels, while intra-channel LRN is normalized to involve neighboring pixels on the same
channel. Intra-channel LRN is calculated by Equation 2.

bkx,y = akx,y/

(
kx+ α

min(W,x+
n

2
)∑

i=max(0,x−n/2)

min(H,y+
n

2
)∑

j=max(0,y−n/2)

(αki,j)
2

)β
(2)

Where, bkx,y is the normalized value at position (x, y) for channel k, akx,y is the original input value at position (x, y) for
channel k before normalization, k is a constant added to the denominator to prevent division by zero, providing numerical stability.
α is a scaling parameter that multiplies with the summation term, β is the exponent applied to the summation in the denominator,
controlling the strength of the normalization, n is represents the number of neighboring pixels considered in each direction (left/right
for x and up/down for y) around a central pixel for normalization. W and H are the width and height of the map feature. In the
following discussion, Inter-Channel is called LRN, and Intra-Channel is called CrossMapLRN.

2.4. Batch Normalization
A Batch is a group of data, and the input data is grouped into small parts or, called a mini-batch. This batch is useful to ease the

computation of the CNN training process. Therefore, batch normalization (BN) is the process of normalizing the input data in each
group. Batch normalization has different ways during training and testing. During training, the mean and variance of the features are
calculated for each mini-batch. Each data in the batch is normalized to the mean and variance values with Equation 3.

x̂i =
xi − µ√
σ2 + ε

(3)

Where x̂ is the feature value in the normalized mini-batch, i is the index, µ is the mean value in the mini-batch, σ2 is the variance
value in the mini-batch, and ε is a constant value to stabilize the numerical value. The results of normalization are scaled and shifted
with Equation 4, which functions to return the normalized feature distribution to before normalization; if without normalization, it
is more optimal. The output after this scale and shift is the output of batch normalization. Calculate the running average mean and
variance with Equations 5 and 6 to estimate the mean and variance of the entire dataset.

yi = yx̂i + β (4)

Where yi is the result of the scale and shift of the normalized value, y is the variable for the normalized value scale and β is
the variable for the normalized value shift.

µrun = (1− α)µrun + αµ (5)

σ2
run = (1− α)σ2

run + ασ2 (6)

Where µrun is the running average of the mean value during training and α2
run is the running average of the variance value

during training. This running average value is used for testing using Equation 7. Without batch normalization, the feature distribution
depends on the previous layer, while with batch normalization, the feature distribution depends on γ and β. This makes the CNN
training process with batch normalization easier.

x̂i =
xi − µrun√
σ2
run + ε

(7)
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Batch normalization is widely used in architecture because it can improve CNN accuracy. Some applications that use batch
normalization include lip motion recognition, signature recognition [17], and other object recognition.

2.5. Group Normalization
Group Normalization (GN) is a normalization function developed based on Batch Normalization to improve the error rate in

small batch sizes. GN is almost the same as BN, Layer Normalization (LN) [35], and Instance Normalization (IN) [36] by calculating
the mean and variance for normalization. The difference between these four functions is that the map features involved in calculating
the mean and variance are different. The differences in BN, IN, LN, and GN [37] are shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Normalization Functions. C is the channel axis, N is the batch, and (H,W) is the height and width of the spatial feature [37]

As can be seen in Figure 4, BN works on each channel and the entire batch. BN is defined by the following Equation 8 [36].

Si = k | kC = iC (8)

Where Si is the data set that produces the mean and variance for normalization. kC and iC represent the index of the C axis.
This shows that normalization is carried out on the same channel. BN is calculated along the axis (N, H, W). The map features
involved in calculating the mean and variance with LN are presented in the following equation 9.

Si = k | kN = iN (9)

Equation 9 shows that the mean and variance are calculated on all channels in the same batch. The map features involved in
calculating the mean and variance with IN are presented with the following equation 10.

Si = k | kC = iN , kC = iC (10)

Equation 10 shows that each channel and batch’s mean and variance are calculated on (H, W). Meanwhile, GN is presented in
Equation 11.

Si = k | kC = iN , [
kC
C/G

] = [
iC
C/G

] (11)

Where G is the number of groups and C/G is the number of channels in one group to be normalized.
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3. RESULT AND ANALYSIS

This study’s findings and analysis involve the utilization of datasets during the EfficientParkingNet architecture’s training
and testing stages. Then, the effect of layer normalization on parking space classification was investigated. It is envisaged that
a normalizing layer capable of obtaining the highest accuracy can be used to improve EfficientParkingNet’s performance, and the
resulting data can be used to construct intelligent parking systems.

Smart parking systems emphasize the importance of accuracy and computational efficiency. The effectiveness of a CNN model
in these systems is gauged by its ability to operate on devices with limited computational power. Key factors assessed in improving
models include Peak Accuracy, which Measures the highest accuracy reached during tests, showing the effectiveness of different
normalization methods like Group Normalization, which excels in dataset management; 2. Comparative Performance: Involves
direct comparisons of different models using the same dataset; 3. Computational Efficiency: Focuses on the number of parameters
each model uses, which is crucial in environments with limited computational resources. This helps determine the practicality of
deploying specific models in real-world applications.

3.1. Training Accuracy Comparison

The programming language used in this study was Python, and the framework used was PyTorch. The number of epochs used
was 20. All CNRPark+EXT data are divided into 80% as training data and 20% as validation data. So, all experiments used the same
data. The training result showed that LRN accuracy was 94.3%, CrossMapLRN was 94.4%, Batch Normalization was 96.3%, and
Group Normalization was 96.6%. The following training results are shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5. EfficientParkingNet Training Graph with Various Normalization Functions

Based on Figure 5, it can be seen that Group Normalization has the highest accuracy from the beginning of training till 20 epoch.
Batch Normalization is in the second position, better than LRN and CrossMapLRN. The group normalization function achieves better
accuracy by dividing the input channel into several groups and then normalizing each group. This study has shown that this method
improves CNN classification accuracy in the classification task. The other three normalization functions normalize the input for each
channel simultaneously (in the Layer Normalization function) or for each batch (in the Batch Normalization function). It is natural
for the training time to be longer. Still, the difference will be insignificant because the difference is only in the number of stages,
while the normalized data remains unchanged.

3.2. Validation Accuracy Comparison

Validation accuracy is critical during the testing phase of Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) models before deployment for
parking space classification. The significance lies in the fact that a higher validation accuracy suggests a well-designed architecture
capable of correctly distinguishing and categorizing information. Figure 6 depicts the results of the validation accuracy comparison
across different models, providing a clear depiction of the performance differences and aiding in assessing the usefulness of each
design in the context of parking space classification.

Normalization Layer Enhancement . . . (Sayuti Rahman)
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Figure 6. Comparison Graph of Validation Accuracy

Based on Figure 6, LRN and CrossMapLRN produce low accuracy, and batch normalization shows the most stable accuracy
results and relatively increases in each epoch. Group Normalization has the highest accuracy compared to other methods. The highest
validation accuracy in 20 epochs is shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Validation accuracy of some normalization functions on EfficientParkingNet

Normalization Methods Validation Accuracy
LRN 98.44%

CrossMapLRN 98.35%
BN 98.99%

GroupNorm 99.11%

Table 1 presents the validation accuracies of different normalization methods applied within the EfficientParkingNet across
20 epochs, evaluating their performance in parking space classification. Local Response Normalization (LRN) and CrossMapLRN
recorded accuracies of 98.44% and 98.35%, respectively, indicating moderate effectiveness. Batch Normalization (BN) showed
greater stability and achieved an accuracy of 98.99%. Notably, Group Normalization delivered the best performance with an ac-
curacy of 99.11%, demonstrating its better capability in managing dataset variations effectively. These findings underscore Group
Normalization as the most effective approach for improving classification accuracy in smart parking systems. Further comparisons
were made utilizing multiple architectures that also performed classification tasks on the CNRpark+EXT dataset. As comparisons,
Yolo+MobileNet [5], Mini ShuffleNet [6], EfficientParkingNet, which just utilizes the LN normalization function [8], and mAlexnet
[4] were chosen.

Table 2. CNN Validation Accuracy for Parking Space Classification

CNN Methods Validation Accuracy
Re-trained mAlexnet 98,13%
Yolo+MobileNet [5] 99.00%
Mini ShuffleNet [6] 98.37%

EfficientParkingNet [8] 98.44%
EfficientParkingNet + Group Norm 99.11%

Table 2 summarizes the accuracy of numerous architectures from previous studies such as [7, 8], and [18], as well as the findings
of this work. In this study, mAlexnet was retrained because the dataset composition of 80% training data and 20% validation data was
not employed in the source publications. Table 3 compares the number of parameters involved in the various architectures employed
in this study. The number of parameters is compared to see the relationship between the proposed architecture and its computing
requirements. Of course, the fewer the parameters, the lower the processing requirements of the CNN. As demonstrated in Table 3,
the variation in the normalization function in EfficientParkingNet has no major impact on the number of parameters involved. This
indicates that changes in the normalization function have no effect on the addition of computational requirements. These findings
suggest that the group normalization function greatly increases accuracy without increasing computational requirements, as shown in
Table 3.
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Table 3. The number of parameters from various architectures being compared

Methods Parameters (million)
mAlexnet 0.0326

Mini ShuffleNet 0.024
Yolo+MobileNet 4

EfficientParkingNet + LRN 0.0218
EfficientParkingNet + CrossMapLRN 0.0217

EfficientParkingNet + BN 0.0219
EfficientParkingNet +Group Normalization 0.0219

According to Table 3, Group normalization is the optimal normalization function to use with EfficientParkingNet. The accuracy
of EfficientParkingNet is enhanced to 0.67% by group normalization, which is better than prior research in [7, 8] and [18]. According
to Table 2, EfficientParkingNet with Group Normalization offers higher accuracy than other approaches without requiring additional
processing resources. The likelihood is almost certain that increasing efficiency without increasing computational requirements will
keep it quicker than earlier systems.

The findings of this research indicate an improvement in the accuracy of EfficientParkingNet when utilizing group normal-
ization layers. Furthermore, EfficientParkingNet with Group Normalization performs better than previous studies, as evidenced by
higher accuracy levels. This research aligns with previous research that choosing the right normalization layer can increase CNN
classification accuracy. Therefore, it can be concluded that this CNN is a more favorable choice for implementation in smart parking
systems.

4. CONCLUSION
The findings of this study reveal that EfficientParkingNet with Group Normalization excels over other normalization functions

in terms of accuracy. Importantly, this accuracy improvement is achieved without a significant increase in the number of parameters,
ensuring that it has no adverse effects on processing requirements or classification time. Additionally, EfficientParkingNet, with
Group Normalization, surpasses the accuracy of mAlexnet, Yolo+Mobilenet, and Carnet in terms of architectural precision. This
research significantly contributes to enhancing the accuracy of the existing EfficientParkingNet.Implementing EfficientParkingNet
with Group Normalization is expected to yield superior information when incorporated into a smart parking system. The provision
of more accurate information to drivers is anticipated to reduce the time required to locate a suitable parking space, thus improving
overall efficiency.

Furthermore, this research’s experiments underscored the normalization approach’s impact on the accuracy level of CNNs.
Hence, careful consideration of the normalization approach is essential when designing a CNN architecture. This study’s comparison
of normalization functions conclusively identifies Group Normalization as the optimal choice for classifying parking lots within the
EfficientParkingNet framework. It is noteworthy that both this and previous studies involve the manual labeling of parking space
coordinates, making accuracy susceptible to changes in camera angles. Future research endeavors should prioritize the development
of automated methods for reading coordinates, mitigating the impact of variations in camera angles, and further advancing the
accuracy of parking space classification systems.
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